Since some fabrication may be required for mounting.

**AP53750 Travel Trailer Leveling System with Landing Gear**

### 28” and Greater Top of Frame Rail to Ground Clearance

#### AP51342 Jack
- Two Straight-Acting, (Power-Extend/Spring-Retract) Jacks with a lifting capacity of 6,000 lbs. per jack and a 16” stroke

#### AP48138 Jack
- Two Straight-Acting, (Power-Extend/Spring-Retract) Jacks with a lifting capacity of 6,000 lbs. per jack and a 13” stroke

#### AP51320 Power Unit
- Hand/Electric Pump with Hydraulic Solenoids
- Computerized Automatic Leveling and Manual Back-up

#### AG53751
- Single-Step BI-AXIS Touch Panel
- Controlled Hydraulic Leveling System with Harness and Leveleze® Light Package

#### AP1412, AP4827, AP2464 & AP4163
- Hose Kit

#### AP43082 & AP48080
- Crosstie Outer
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**Installation Info**